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Academic Communication Skills is designed to assist international graduate students as they create their own opportunities to expand their
linguistic and strategic repertoires in academic English conversations. The needs of international graduate students are often different than
those of others who have learned English as an additional language because they participate in academic conversations at advanced levels,
encounter daily opportunities to discuss topics about which they have sophisticated knowledge, and are required to share their expertise with
others (in their roles as teaching assistants or research assistants). As students progress in their academic studies, they increasingly
understand that their fluency in academic oral communications plays an important role in their academic performance and future career
options. While they recognize the importance, many voice frustrations, finding that speaking English is more difficult than writing and
engaging in impromptu dialogues is more difficult than presenting prepared monologues. This book is an excellent resource for either
classroom instruction or for self-study. It provides effective confidence-building strategies that speakers can try when participating in a range
of different academic interactions. By guiding both students and instructors in examining common conversational challenges in academic
environments, including many of the assumptions that frequently cause miscommunication, the book provides proven strategies for increased
effectiveness and confidence in cross-cultural academic conversations.
This Book Is The First Comprehensive, Authoritative And Highly Readable Account Of Science And Technology In Independent India.
This handbook presents the state of the art of quantitative methods and models to understand and assess the science and technology
system. Focusing on various aspects of the development and application of indicators derived from data on scholarly publications, patents
and electronic communications, the individual chapters, written by leading experts, discuss theoretical and methodological issues, illustrate
applications, highlight their policy context and relevance, and point to future research directions. A substantial portion of the book is dedicated
to detailed descriptions and analyses of data sources, presenting both traditional and advanced approaches. It addresses the main
bibliographic metrics and indexes, such as the journal impact factor and the h-index, as well as altmetric and webometric indicators and
science mapping techniques on different levels of aggregation and in the context of their value for the assessment of research performance
as well as their impact on research policy and society. It also presents and critically discusses various national research evaluation systems.
Complementing the sections reflecting on the science system, the technology section includes multiple chapters that explain different aspects
of patent statistics, patent classification and database search methods to retrieve patent-related information. In addition, it examines the
relevance of trademarks and standards as additional technological indicators. The Springer Handbook of Science and Technology Indicators
is an invaluable resource for practitioners, scientists and policy makers wanting a systematic and thorough analysis of the potential and
limitations of the various approaches to assess research and research performance.
How can an academic scientist honour knowledge for its own sake, while also using knowledge as a means to generate wealth? This text
investigates the trends & effects of modern, commercialised academic science.
Ever got a paper rejected? And have you wondered whether the mysterious process behind the editor's decision was fair and reliable? For
many years, renowned scientific journals have resorted to peer review as the best available means of separating the wheat from the chaff in
science publishing. But is peer review really fair, reliable and unbiased? And does it prevent fraud in science, or hinder innovative research?
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In this book H.-D. Daniel presents a detailed investigation into the peer review system of Angewandte Chemie, one of the world's leading
chemistry journals. In particular, his analysis focuses on the * content and level of agreement of referee reports * fate and impact of papers
rejected by Angewandte Chemie and published elsewhere * level of bias involved in editorial and reviewers' decisions and based on
incidental aspects, such as nationality, academic title and subject area of a paper's author(s). Scientists - who must publish (or perish) -,
editors and all non- specialists interested in the controversial issue of quality control in science will be fascinated by this case study.
Knowledge is a living thing, sustained through dynamic reflexive processes. Whether at the level of cellular signaling pathways, Internet
design, or sociocultural interactions, human understanding grows and accrues value through bi-directional transmission across networks of
emitters and receptors. And the cross-fertilization of ideas from different sources is what keeps the process vigorous. This book represents a
milestone in cultivating constructive exchange between experts and specialists from the physical, natural, economic and human science
disciplines. From its sixteen original and highly personal essays portraying multiple facets of the knowledge creation process, emerge a
common sense of purpose and a framework of new tools and methodologies for interdisciplinary dialogue.
Numerical Correlation between Impact Factor and Web Ranking of Electronic Scientific Journals Using Regression AnalysisNational Taiwan
University
Research is never free of pressures and constraints and to understand its results properly these have to be assessed and analyzed. In
agriculture, research into biotechnology and GMOs, as well as pesticides and herbicides, is big business - agribusiness. This book looks at
the crucial roles of funding and the political context on the research agenda and its results in agricultural development. It provides a critical
evaluation of the participatory methods now widely used and explores the ways in which research into biotechnology have reflected the
interests of the various parties involved.

Informative, easy-to-use guide to everyday science questions, concepts and fundamentals celebrates its twenty-fifth year
and over one million copies sold! Science is everywhere, and it affects everything! DNA and CRISPR. Artificial
sweeteners. Sea level changes caused by melting glaciers. Gravitational waves. Bees in a colony. The human body.
Microplastics. The largest active volcano. Designer dog breeds. Molecules. The length of the Grand Canyon. Viruses and
retroviruses. The weight of a cloud. Forces, motion, energy, and inertia. It can often seem complex and complicated, but
it need not be so difficult to understand. The thoroughly updated and completely revised fifth edition of The Handy
Science Answer Book makes science and its impact on the world fun and easy to understand. Clear, concise, and
straightforward, this informative primer covers hundreds of intriguing topics, from the basics of math, physics, and
chemistry to the discoveries being made about the human body, stars, outer space, rivers, mountains, and our entire
planet. It covers plants, animals, computers, planes, trains, and cars. This friendly resource answers more than 1,600 of
the most frequently asked, most interesting, and most unusual science questions, including ... When was a symbol for
the concept of zero first used? How large is a google? Why do golf balls have dimples? What is a chemical bond? What
is a light-year? What was the grand finale of the Cassini mission? How many exoplanets have been discovered? Where
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is the deepest cave in the United States? How long is the Grand Canyon? What is the difference between weather and
climate? What causes a red tide? What is cell cloning and how is it used in scientific research? How did humans evolve?
Do pine trees keep their needles forever? What is the most abundant group of organisms? How do insects survive the
winter in cold climates? Which animals drink seawater? Why do geese fly in formation? What is FrogWatch? Why do
cats’ eyes shine in the dark? Which industries release the most toxic chemicals? What causes most wildfires in the
United States? Which woman received the Nobel Prize in two different fields (two different years)? What is the difference
between science and technology? For anyone wanting to know how the universe, Earth, plants, animals, and human
beings work and fit into our world, this informative book also includes a helpful bibliography, and an extensive index,
adding to its usefulness. It will help anyone’s science questions!
Becoming Metric-Wise: A Bibliometric Guide for Researchers aims to inform researchers about metrics so that they
become aware of the evaluative techniques being applied to their scientific output. Understanding these concepts will
help them during their funding initiatives, and in hiring and tenure. The book not only describes what indicators do (or are
designed to do, which is not always the same thing), but also gives precise mathematical formulae so that indicators can
be properly understood and evaluated. Metrics have become a critical issue in science, with widespread international
discussion taking place on the subject across scientific journals and organizations. As researchers should know the
publication-citation context, the mathematical formulae of indicators being used by evaluating committees and their
consequences, and how such indicators might be misused, this book provides an ideal tome on the topic. Provides
researchers with a detailed understanding of bibliometric indicators and their applications Empowers researchers looking
to understand the indicators relevant to their work and careers Presents an informed and rounded picture of bibliometrics,
including the strengths and shortcomings of particular indicators Supplies the mathematics behind bibliometric indicators
so they can be properly understood Written by authors with longstanding expertise who are considered global leaders in
the field of bibliometrics
Garfield's greatest contribution to science was the Science Citation Index (SCI). It is a system that used to chart
connections between pieces of scientific literature. It is not only an intellectual achievement, but also an informationengineering marvel covering millions of records, from numerous subject fields and communicated over worldwide
networks. These databases became the foundation of the online research tool called the Web of Knowledge. And it has
now become accessible electronically via the Web of Science. Garfield enabled information retrieval to scale up basically
creating the entire information science field, as we know it today. His life and work will surely inspire generations of
scientists in advancing the frontiers of human knowledge. This is Informatics Studies 4(2), which is Eugene Garfield
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Memorial Issue. It gives a bird's eye view of Garfield's life and work and consist of an 80 page interview of Garfield
published in print for the first time presenting his views on impact of information systems in scientific research, NGOs, the
future of Open Access, current research, and Big science which can guide academic administrators, science policy
makers in governments and scientists.
This book describes the principles around which cancer research and clinical trials can be developed. Additionally, by
describing the particularities of planning and implementing cancer research in developing countries, this book provides
valuable practical information for researchers in resource-rich countries who contemplate cooperating with scientists from
limited-resource countries in performing research.Written and edited by leaders in the field who work in these developing
countries, Cancer Research and Clinical Trials in Developing Countries: A Practical Guide will appeal to a wide range of
researchers, students, and physicians who are engaging in cancer research and clinical trials. It focuses on methodology
and statistics while structured around the needs of cancer research. It provides valuable information regarding
international collaboration, funding mechanisms as well as publishing and dissemination of research findings.
This book reports on the state of academic journal publishing in a range of geolinguistic contexts, including locations
where pressures to publish in English have developed more recently than in other parts of the world (e.g. Kazakhstan,
Colombia), in addition to contexts that have not been previously explored or well-documented. The three sections push
the boundaries of existing research on global publishing, which has mainly focused on how scholars respond to
pressures to publish in English, by highlighting research on evaluation policies, journals’ responses in non-Anglophone
contexts to pressures for English-medium publishing, and pedagogies for supporting scholars in their publishing efforts.
Discusses the evolution of forestry and agroforestry and presents the core literature in these fields, covering both
traditional and emerging areas. Topics include changes in forest science in the 20th century, the development of
agroforestry literature, the role of professional societies and the US
Air Pollution Reviews will provide state-of-the-art reviews of key problems in air pollution science. Leading research
workers and key figures from the regulatory and industrial communities will contribute detailed and yet accessible
accounts of areas in which they have recognised expertise. The series will run to five volumes, the first being more
general than the succeeding volumes. In Volume 1, current perceptions of the effects of air pollutants on health will be
reviewed. Recent epidemiological data on the links between particles and effects on health and the methods used to
investigate these associations will be critically assessed. For students reading environmental science and those
beginning research on air pollution and its effects, regulatory toxicologists and physicians with an interest in
environmental medicine, this series will be a central source of up-to-date, critically reviewed information.
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Meat provides an introductory review of the meat-eating habit in man and covers the production, preservation,
composition, eating quality, human nutrition, and assessment of the future role of meat. Meat continues to be a major
food commodity. Despite the high cost of production of meat animals and their lower efficiency of protein synthesis
compared with that of plants and micro-organisms, meat is likely to be important in the human diet for as long as can be
foreseen in the future. This book intends to emphasize the fact that the sequence of events, from the conception of meat
animals to their incorporation in the human diet, is continuous. The properties of the commodity when eaten are
influenced, in the nature and degree of their expression, by all the earlier components in this chain of circumstances. This
text is a useful reference for students conducting research within the fields of agriculture science, biochemistry, and
nutrition.
ARIST, published annually since 1966, is a landmark publication within the information science community. It surveys the landscape of
information science and technology, providing an analytical, authoritative, and accessible overview of recent trends and significant
developments. The range of topics varies considerably, reflecting the dynamism of the discipline and the diversity of theoretical and applied
perspectives. While ARIST continues to cover key topics associated with classical information science (e.g., bibliometrics, information
retrieval), editor Blaise Cronin is selectively expanding its footprint in an effort to connect information science more tightly with cognate
academic and professional communities.
This paper reports on an ex-post assessment of IFPRI’s research on High-Value Agriculture (HVA) over 1994–2010. HVA is defined to
include perishable agricultural commodities produced for the market that yield high returns to land, labor, or both. IFPRI’s research on HVA
has been housed mainly in GRP27 (Participation in high value agricultural markets). Questions for the study included whether IFPRI had the
right research strategy for this topic; was focused on the right issues; was a leader in the field; used the most relevant approaches and
methods; and was successful in sensitizing/influ-encing the policies of governments, agribusiness, academia, civil society, and the
international donor community. Finally, what has been the impact of the HVA policies that IFPRI influenced?
Occupational hazards have plagued human civilisation since time immemorial and much of the progress in making workplaces safer is
reflected by, and recorded in, the academic periodicals of environmental and occupational health. As a result, careful examination of these
journals provides an interesting record of the field itself, as well as documenting the concerns and issues deemed important by editorial
boards and contributors over time.Derek R. Smith is Professor of Environmental and Occupational Health, Deputy Director (Research) of the
Central Coast Campus and Director of the WorkCover New South Wales Research Centre of Excellence; all at the University of Newcastle in
New South Wales, Australia. He is active in many different research areas including environmental and occupational health, public health,
epidemiology, bibliometrics and medical history.
This doctoral thesis focuses on active Spanish scholarly journals which follow internationally-recognized quality standards, in order to analyze
their main features, study the adoption of Open Access, observe the relationship between their price and bibliometric impact, and examine its
internationality characteristics. Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus have been selected as the sources for identifying the journals. After
depurating mistakes, a final list of 445 journals has resulted. A set of indicators has been defined and all data has been collected from the
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journals' primary source (website or hard copy). Correlations and association tests have been carried out to explore relationships among
variables. The population of Spanish journals indexed in WoS and Scopus grew steadily over the last years: there were 300 titles by 2012,
406 by 2013 and 445 by 2015. A 69.7% of these were launched after 1980 and their average age is 30 years. This selection of This selection
of 445 journals stands for a 25% of journals published in Spain, but the subject areas are not equally distributed - Science, Technology and
Medicine fields (STM) are overrepresented, while Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) appear less frequently. Indeed, 84% of all journals
concentrate in only three of the seven subject areas considered for this study - 35% on Social S., 32% on Health S. and 18% on Arts &
Humanities. Universities and research centers (mostly the Spanish National Research Council, CSIC) publish 43% of the journals. To run
their publishing services, most of them use OJS platforms (34% of the total population). They publish mostly on Arts & Humanities (in
Spanish language) and Social Sciences. Online-only format and free access are their favorite output. Commercial publishers are the second
in importance, accounting for the 32% of the journals. They focus on Health Sciences and run most of the few free-access journals with
APCs. They also account for most of the few hybrid journals, which are usually published in English. Elsevier is the largest commercial
publisher, publishing about 17% of all the journals in this study. Scientific societies, professional associations and other not-for-profit private
institutions publish 21% of the journals. They own or participate in another 24% of the journals, which are published by companies like
Elsevier. Indeed, their scientific participation is crucial, reaching almost half of the population studied (45%). Government agencies publish
only a 4% of all the journals. As to languages, almost half of the journals (47%) are published only in Spanish. Nonetheless, 26% are
published both in Spanish and English, and 18% only in English. Remaining languages are residual. Free access is the most common type of
publication (64.5%), followed by restricted (16.6%), embargo (14.4%) and hybrid (4.5%). Free-access is associated with academic publishers
and Social Sciences, while restricted-access and hybrid journals are more common among companies and usually refer to STM fields. Open
Access, as measured by free access with self-archiving permissions, results in 56.9% of the total of journals. This indicates a sustained
increase according to previous studies. Article Processing Charges (APCs) are beginning to be introduced in Spain, but only in 7% of these
journals. Both free-access and hybrid journals charging APCs are associated with commercial publishers, English language and high
bibliometric impact rates. Annual subscription prices are much higher for STM, commercial companies and English language content, but the
difference is lower when using price per article, because expensive journals usually provide more scientific content. APC prices are on
average ten times higher in hybrid titles than in free-access ones. Impact Factor (IF, which is only available for 27% of the studied journals),
Scimago Journal Rank (SJR) and Source-Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP) have in general higher impact values for STM fields, journals
with APCs and journals published in English. While the highest IFs usually appear in journals issued by commercial publishers, highest
SNIPs are related to journals published by associations and societies. Subscription prices, both at volume and article level, have no
relationship with any impact indicator. On the contrary, APC prices correlate moderately with impact indicators, but only with SJR and SNIP,
not with IF. English language, foreign-authored articles, international collaborations and foreign members at scientific teams have been
identified and measured as elements that indicate internationality. Except for international collaborations, with very few appearances
(especially in Arts & Humanities), all elements have global averages of around 33%, although they vary depending on subject areas and
access types. The English language is most common in STM fields, journals published by companies and journals charging APCs. Foreign
authors are more present in Health Sciences and Mathematics & Physics, and journals with APCs. The proportion of foreign experts is similar
to that of foreign authors', but with smoother differences among categories - also, they are lower in Health Sciences and higher in
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Engineering. Academic publishers usually include more members from foreign institutions than the rest. Internationality elements present a
similar pattern, especially as far as the participation of foreign authors and foreign experts is concerned. Limitations of the study, future
research lines and final considerations are provided.
This contribution introduces the key concepts of academic writing, metalanguage and genre. Metalanguage is seen to include all writerreader interaction, esp. stance and engagement markers. The concept of genres in academic writing is discussed as a core-periphery model
with the research article in the centre and the conference presentation, research monograph, handbook article and the chain from BA through
MA to PhD thesis as other core genres. All concepts are explained and illustrated by examples from the ChemCorpus, which can serve as a
(partial) reference corpus to all the other national mini-corpora in the SE European academic writing project and beyond. A research-based
approach means that writers do not learn rules, but discover patterns and conventions themselves, either by testing ideas from textbooks or
by exploring their own small corpora, even to test whether their linguistic variables are appropriate for their text/genre or socio-biographical
variables. They can also use comparisons with similar corpora to position themselves in the spectrum between individual identity and
disciplinary convention. Through this approach graduates gain skills that should be useful for their own writings at university and even for their
professional life afterwards.
For those interested in scientific and practical debate about social, environmental and sustainable accountability, the present volume provides
such a discussion at the international level, considering the different typologies of companies. There is one common factor between the gas
and oil sectors, waste management, and the economy of communion enterprises: they must all be legitimated in a sustainable modern world
in order for us to find a new paradigm and give the world the best chance of survival. The contributors to this volume started to discuss these
topics during the 7th Italian CSEAR conference held in Urbino, Italy, in 2018 and have continued the debate here, in order to answer
necessary questions which will help prevent further environmental destruction.
Scientometrics for the Humanities and Social Sciences is the first ever book on scientometrics that deals with the historical development of
both quantitative and qualitative data analysis in scientometric studies. It focuses on its applicability in new and emerging areas of inquiry.
This important book presents the inherent potential for data mining and analysis of qualitative data in scientometrics. The author provides
select cases of scientometric studies in the humanities and social sciences, explaining their research objectives, sources of data and
methodologies. It illustrates how data can be gathered not only from prominent online databases and repositories, but also from journals that
are not stored in these databases. With the support of specific examples, the book shows how data on demographic variables can be
collected to supplement scientometric data. The book deals with a research methodology which has an increasing applicability not only to the
study of science, but also to the study of the disciplines in the humanities and social sciences.
ECDL 2002 was the 6th conference in the series of European Conferences on Research and Advanced Technologies for Digital Libraries.
Following previous events in Pisa (1997), Heraklion (1998), Paris (1999), Lisbon (2000), and Da- stadt (2001), this year ECDL was held in
Rome. ECDL 2002 contributed, - gether with the previous conferences, to establishing ECDL as the major - ropean forum focusing on digital
libraries and associated technical, practical, and social issues. ECDL 2002 continued the tradition already established by the previous
conferences in meeting the needs of a large and diverse constituency, which includes researchers, practitioners, educators, policy makers,
and users. The focus of ECDL 2002 was on underlying principles, methods, systems, and tools to build and make available e?ective digital
libraries to end users. Architecture, metadata, collection building, web archiving, web technologies,- books, OAI applications, preservation,
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navigation, query languages, audio video retrieval, multimedia-mixed media, user studies and evaluation, humanities, and digital libraries
were some of the key issues addressed. An international Program Committee was set up composed of 61 members, with representatives
from 25 countries. A total of 145 paper submissions, 15 poster submissions, and 18 proposals for demos were received. Each paper was
evaluated by 3 referees and 42 full papers and 6 short papers of high quality were selected for presentation.
A practical guide to mastering the art of presenting biology research for establishing or consolidating a successful career in science.
The transmission of information transcends time. Since the beginning of humanity, people have shared stories, dreams, wishes, and findings.
Within a scientific context, the delivery of information is especially important. Researchers have been sharing their ideas and building on the
work of others for as long as we have studied our world. How can a researcher ensure their ideas will be shared most effectively with the next
generation, though? In How Scientists Communicate, Alan Kelly accompanies readers through the many processes of scholarly
communication within the field of science. The chapters include an analysis of modern scientific communication, an overview of the historical
development of such communication, the nature and goals of a scientific research paper, as well as practical and applicable information for
researchers. He explores scientific communication from various perspectives, including the writing process, stages of writing, evaluation
through peer review, publication, and what happens afterwards. This exploration into scientific writing emphasizes the importance of
readability and writing for the intended audience. Kelly engages with landmark historical papers, but he doesn't shy away from his own
experiences and opinions. This treatise on the art of scientific communication is interesting for readers with various levels of experience,
making this book a go-to resource for anyone trying to share their ideas within the scientific community, or interested in how the outputs of
science impact our world.
30+ Years of Peer-Reviewed Studies on the Corporate Ties and Vested Interests that Influence Scientific Research For over 500 years,
groups and organizations with political, economic, and personal interests have successfully exercised influence on the pursuit of scientific
inquiry and knowledge. History is replete with examples like the Papal authority muddying research into studies of the cosmos, but far less
attention is paid today to the various corporate and special interest groups who, through funding and lobbying efforts, have been able to
shape the modern academic and scientific landscape to fit their agenda. In Conflicts of Interest Within Science, author Sheldon Krimsky
compiles 21 peer-reviewed, academic articles that examine the complex relationship between the individual scientists conducting research
and the groups who fund them. Ultimately, Krimsky’s call to action concerns a collective movement among authors, peer reviewers,
corporations and journal editors to disclose the sources of their funding. By holding scientists and the groups that fund them more
accountable through increased transparency, we as a society can begin to rebuild trust in the integrity of knowledge.
This book presents a guide for research methodology and scientific writing covering various elements such as finding research problems,
writing research proposals, obtaining funds for research, selecting research designs, searching the literature and review, collection of data
and analysis, preparation of thesis, writing research papers for journals, citation and listing of references, preparation of visual materials, oral
and poster presentation in conferences, and ethical issues in research . Besides introducing library and its various features in a lucid style,
the latest on the use of information technology in retrieving and managing information through various means are also discussed in this book.
The book is useful for students, young researchers, and professionals.
Research publications have always been key to building a successful career in science, yet little if any formal guidance is offered to young
scientists on how to get research papers peer reviewed, accepted, and published by leading scientific journals. With What Editors Want,
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Philippa J. Benson and Susan C. Silver, two well-respected editors from the science publishing community, remedy that situation with a clear,
straightforward guide that will be of use to all scientists. Benson and Silver instruct readers on how to identify the journals that are most likely
to publish a given paper, how to write an effective cover letter, how to avoid common pitfalls of the submission process, and how to effectively
navigate the all-important peer review process, including dealing with revisions and rejection. With supplemental advice from more than a
dozen experts, this book will equip scientists with the knowledge they need to usher their papers through publication.
Communicate Science Papers, Presentations, and Posters Effectively is a guidebook on science writing and communication that professors,
students, and professionals in the STEM fields can use in a practical way. This book advocates a clear and concise writing and presenting
style, enabling users to concentrate on content. The text is useful to both native and non-native English speakers, identifying best practices
for preparing graphs and tables, and offering practical guidance for writing equations. It includes content on significant figures and error bars,
and provides the reader with extensive practice material consisting of both exercises and solutions. Covers how to accurately and clearly
exhibit results, ideas, and conclusions Identifies phrases common in scientific literature that should never be used Discusses the theory of
presentation, including “before and after examples highlighting best practices Provides concrete, step-by-step examples on how to make
camera ready graphs and tables
The present study attempts to examine the numerical correlation between web ranking of electronic scientific journals and impact factor of
these journals using the method of regression analysis. Regression analysis allows the option of investigating and predicting the numerical
relationship between website ranking of scientific journals on the World Wide Web and the value of impact factor of the journals. A sample of
57 publishers with 6,272 scientific journals and 50 standalone scientific journals was analyzed during research procedure. In this study, two
different indicators about websites classification on World Wide Web were examined separately for 57 publishers and 50 standalone journals,
Alexa rank and Statscrop rank. The electronic databases through the internet constitute the main information resources of this study about
the impact factors. The general conclusion that arises is that the impact factor of electronic scientific journals illustrates a very strong positive
correlation with classification of websites on the World Wide Web. Furthermore, it is concluded that the change of web ranking as a function
of impact factor is governed by a Gaussian function or rational function with lower Pearson coefficient and presents non-linearly correlation.
Even if there is very strong correlation between impact factor and web rank for electronic journals, the prediction of impact factor from web
rank is not possible and presents many divergences.
Contributed articles.

Bibliometrics and altmetrics are increasingly becoming the focus of interest in the context of research evaluation. The Handbook
Bibliometrics provides a comprehensive introduction to quantifying scientific output in addition to a historical derivation, individual
indicators, institutions, application perspectives and data bases. Furthermore, application scenarios, training and qualification on
bibliometrics and their implications are considered.
This book is a full guidebook among more than 218 accounting international journals with an evaluation of 3,000 publications for
over the last two years. It aims to help readers for selecting an appropriate journal for publishing own research in the international
arena or to find the required topic for conducting further investigating or to be informed about so large-scale science as
accounting. Here a reader will find detailed information about accounting journals in terms of Scopus, Web of Science and
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SCImago databases. In addition, there are highlighted accounting journals in terms of IFRS and blockchain concentration in
accounting researches nowadays. The relevant aims and scope of each journal are also presented. Anyway, this book is an
indispensable assistant for students while getting the “Accounting” specialization, as well as teachers and scientists while
conducting empirical researches in the practice and theory of the accounting filed.
The revised edition of this renowned and bestselling title is the most comprehensive single text on all aspects of biomaterials
science. It provides a balanced, insightful approach to both the learning of the science and technology of biomaterials and acts as
the key reference for practitioners who are involved in the applications of materials in medicine. Over 29,000 copies sold, this is
the most comprehensive coverage of principles and applications of all classes of biomaterials: "the only such text that currently
covers this area comprehensively" - Materials Today Edited by four of the best-known figures in the biomaterials field today; fully
endorsed and supported by the Society for Biomaterials Fully revised and expanded, key new topics include of tissue engineering,
drug delivery systems, and new clinical applications, with new teaching and learning material throughout, case studies and a
downloadable image bank
Evaluation of scientific research, particularly of research which is supported by government funds, is a matter of growing concern
in virtually every nation. It is no longer adequate to expect that the value of investments in research will be judged in long-term
historical perspective. Resources are scarce and policy-makers are looking for ways to assure that these resources are used in
the most effective way. From the life-or-death evaluations of academic research institutes in the post-communist countries to the
Government Performance and Results Act(GPRA) in the United States, research evaluation has become a topic of utmost
importance in science policy. Evaluation often has substantial consequences for researchers and research institutions, including
restructuring, shifting of priorities, budget reductions, or evenclosures. Therefore it is essential that evaluation is done
systematically and objectively, with methodologies that can be understood and trusted by those concerned. This book is based on
a NATO Advanced Research Workshop, co-organized by the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. It describes a range of the most up-to-date methods of science evaluation and the
experience with their implementation in many countries. This book can be of interest to researchers, policy-makers, practitioners of
science evaluation and many others interested in science policy.
The "Manual on Scientific Communication for Postgraduate Students and Young Researchers in Technical, Natural, and Life
Sciences" is meant to be a practical guide for the preparation of theses, papers, posters, and other scientific documents. Upon
going through the different chapters, the readers should be able to critically search for relevant literature; to correctly define and
execute a research topic or project; to correctly write a scientific document; to know the characteristics of the different parts of a
MSc degree or PhD degree thesis and a scientific paper; to correctly interpret publishing ethically sensitive material; to understand
problems about falsification, fabrication of data, plagiarism, and ranking of authors; and to prepare and present a good poster.
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